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MFC INDUSTRIAL AND COMPTON  
ANNOUNCE TAKE-UP OF 94% OF COMPTON SHARES  

NEW YORK / CALGARY (September 6, 2012)….MFC Industrial Ltd. (NYSE: MIL) ("MFC") and Compton Petroleum Corporation (TSX: 
CMT), today announced that all of the conditions under MFC's offer (the "Offer") for all of the outstanding common shares (the "Compton 
Shares") of Compton have been satisfied and that MFC has, through its subsidiary taken-up and accepted for payment approximately 24.7 
million Compton Shares deposited as of the expiry of the Offer today, representing approximately 94% of the outstanding Compton Shares 
subject to the Offer.  

As the Offer was accepted by holders of more than 90% of the outstanding Compton Shares, MFC intends to exercise its rights under the 
compulsory acquisition provisions of the Business Corporations Act (Alberta) to acquire all of the outstanding Compton Shares that it does not 
currently own and expects to mail a notice of compulsory acquisition to all remaining holders of Compton Shares shortly. MFC further intends to 
cause the Compton Shares to be de-listed from the Toronto Stock Exchange and cause Compton to cease to be a reporting issuer under 
applicable securities laws as soon as possible.  

The parties also announced that, pursuant to the terms of the previously announced special warrant agreement between the parties, upon take-up 
under the Offer, MFC acquired, through its subsidiary, 6,548,498 Compton Shares, representing 19.9% of the outstanding Compton Shares, as a 
result of the conversion of the special warrants (the "Warrants"). No additional consideration was paid in connection with the conversion of the 
Warrants. As a result of the conversion of the Warrants and take-up of Compton Shares under the Offer, MFC, together with its affiliates, holds 
approximately 31.4 million Compton Shares, representing approximately 95% of the outstanding Compton Shares.  

Pursuant to the terms of the Support Agreement between the parties, all of the directors of Compton have resigned and MFC has appointed 
James Carter, Robert Chenery and Ferdinand Steinbauer as directors of Compton.  

About MFC Industrial Ltd.  

MFC is a global commodity supply chain company that is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and is active in a broad spectrum of activities, 
including its integrated commodities operations and mineral interests, which focus on metals, chemicals, plastics and wood products. MFC also 
provides logistics, financial and risk management services to producers and consumers of commodities. MFC's global business activities are 
supported by its captive commodities sources through strategic direct or indirect investments and other commodities sources secured from third 
parties. To obtain further information on MFC, please visit its website at: http://www.mfcindustrial.com.  
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Disclaimer for Forward-Looking Information  

The preceding includes forward looking statements, including statements regarding the impact of the acquisition on MFC's and Compton's 
businesses and operations and MFC's ability to integrate the business and operations of Compton, which involve known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties which may not prove to be accurate. Forward-looking statements are not based on historical fact and involve known and unknown 
risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause MFC's actual results, revenues, performance or achievements to be materially different 
from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Important factors that could 
cause MFC’s actual results, revenues, performance or achievements to differ materially from expectations include, among other things: the 
business of MFC and Compton may not be integrated successfully or such integration may be more difficult, time-consuming or costly than 
expected, general business and economic conditions globally, commodities price volatility, industry trends, competition and other factors beyond 
MFC's control. Such forward-looking statements should therefore be construed in light of such factors. Other than in accordance with its legal 
or regulatory obligations, MFC is not under any obligation and MFC expressly disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any 
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Additional information about these and other 
assumptions, risks and uncertainties are set out in MFC's Management's Discussion and Analysis for the six months ended June 30, 2012, filed 
with the Canadian securities regulators and on the Form 6-K with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission, and its Annual 
Report on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2011.  
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SIGNATURES  

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 , the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the 
undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.  

MFC INDUSTRIAL LTD.  

 

Date: September 7, 2012  

By:       /s/ Michael Smith   
Michael Smith 

Chairman, President and 

Chief Executive Officer 


